Increasing communication traffic and plans to increase various services may cause a serious problem towards the power consumption of network equipment. One of the causes of large power consumption in the present network is the multiplexing scheme, such as wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and electrical routing of the packet signals. WDM requires O/E (optical to electrical) and E/O (electrical to optical) signal conversion circuits with the same number as that of wavelength, resulting in an increase in power consumption. In addition to this electrical signal processing for the IP packet, routing, and switching at the router consumes a large amount of power. If we could process ultrafast signals using electromagnetic light waves without converting to electrical signals, this would reduce the power consumption of routers. One of the ways to overcome these problems is the development of all-optical computing devices. All-optical computing devices are based on the nonlinear interaction of light waves, which is an electromagnetic wave. The use of electromagnetic light waves makes computing, such as switching, possible at very high frequencies of more than 100 GHz. We discuss all-optical computing devices based on semiconductor optical amplifiers with the main emphasis on all-optical logic gates.
Introduction
With the tremendous growth of computing technology, the need of high-performance computers has significantly increased. Optics has been used in computing for a number of years. Optical computing was a hot research area in 1980's, but the work tapered off due to material limitations that prevented opto chips from getting small enough and cheap enough beyond laboratory curiosities. Now, developments in the field of optical computers are back with the development of nonlinear organic material and semiconductor technology. 1 The semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) is one of the most frequently used devices for ultrafast alloptical computing. In the SOA, population inversion is realized by current injection. When we put in an intense gate pulse, it causes gain reduction and an associated refractive index change takes place. This is the third-order nonlinear effect.
A characteristic feature of this response is that it is very fast for the rise time; however, there is a slow component on the order of 1 ns in the response recovery, which is the bandto-band recombination lifetime. This slow component has been the obstacle in realizing ultrafast switching devices above 100 Gb∕s. 2 Two methods are described for solving this problem. One is to use a wavelength filter to select only the very fast component of the response. Another method is to use the SOA in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration.
This paper discusses the properties of SOAs and how these properties can be utilized to develop all-optical computing devices. In Sec. 2, a brief review of the basic properties of SOAs and its features as an ultrafast nonlinear device have been discussed. Section 3 introduces two ways of using SOAs for ultrafast signal processing: one is to use only the very fast response component of SOAs with wavelength filter and the other is to cancel out the slow response component of SOAs using the Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration. We review the progresses in SOA-based alloptical computing devices using the above two concepts. Out of the research papers based on similar methods, few have been included in the list of references as there is a lot of research work going on in these techniques. Section 4 describes the simulation results for the gain saturation characteristic of SOAs, which is the main characteristic for using SOAs in optical computing devices.
SOAs as an Ultrafast Nonlinear Device
The basic structure of a SOA is given in Fig. 1 . An intrinsic layer called the active layer is sandwiched between p-type material and n-type material layers. By selecting a different material composition for the active layer, it is possible to create a lower band gap with respect to its surrounding layers. When a forward voltage is applied over this heterostructure, free electrons from the n-type material and holes from the p-type material will travel towards the active layer. Here the electrical carriers will accumulate as they are trapped in this low band gap potential well. By applying appropriate pumping, large concentrations of electrons and holes build up in the active layer, which leads to population inversion. Photons from incoming light passing through the amplifier medium can trigger electrons in the conduction band to relax to their ground state and recombine with holes in the valence band. As a result, photons with the same wavelength and phase as the incoming photons will be emitted and stimulated emission (SE) occurs. On the other hand, an electron that still is in its ground state can again absorb the energy of a passing photon and gets excited. This process is in fact the opposite of SE and is known as stimulated absorption (SA). When population inversion is sufficiently large, the SE will dominate the SA and light amplification is achieved.
So the light amplification process in an SOA can be described, by applying a large enough injection current population inversion is achieved. When light is coupled into the amplifier, SE occurs resulting in amplification of the incoming light. The optical gain of the SOA with a bulk or quantum well active layer can be obtained as: 2
where Γ is the optical confinement factor that accounts for the guiding of radiated photons by the waveguide structure of an active region, g is the gain coefficient of an active region per unit of length, and α is the loss coefficient of a cavity per unit of length. In addition to this, the gain coefficient (g) depends on the frequency (ω) and power of the signal being amplified (P) so that g ¼ gðω; PÞ. Concentrating on power, the gain coefficient is given by: 2 gðω; PÞ ¼ gðωÞ∕½1 þ ðP∕P sat Þ:
The quantum dot active layer exhibits a discrete gain peak due to its three-dimensional quantization. The output power saturation takes place because of the reduced population inversion caused by the intense optical power that consumes the population inversion carriers. As for polarization dependence, a waveguide with a thin active layer gives a small loss to the TE mode when compared with that for the TM mode, resulting in polarization dependence. There are various designs of the active layer for minimizing polarization dependence. If we want to have large saturation power and polarization insensitive response, the bulk active layer SOA may be the most convenient available device. Table 1 below summarizes the characteristics of various SOAs. 2 When we consider the use of the SOA for ultrafast signal processing, the most inconvenient feature is the slow response associated with carrier recombination. As mentioned above, there are two methods to overcome this slow response. One is the direct use of the ultrafast response by selecting only the fast response using a wavelength filter. The other is the use of SOAs in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration with SOAs at each arm to cancel out the slow response component. In both these configurations nonlinear optical effects associated with the carrier density change in SOAs are utilized. The following are the main nonlinear effects associated with SOAs:
• cross gain modulation (XGM) • self phase modulation (SPM) • cross phase modulation (XPM) • four-wave mixing (FWM).
Cross Gain Modulation
The material gain spectrum of SOAs is homogenously broadened, i.e., a change in the carrier density inside the amplifier will affect the input signals, so it is possible for a strong signal at one wavelength to affect the gain of a weak signal at another wavelength. This nonlinear mechanism is called XGM. The basic XGM is shown in Fig. 2 , where a weak continuous wave (CW) probe light and a strong pump light, with a small-signal harmonic modulation at angular frequency ω, are injected into the SOA. XGM in the amplifier will impose the pump modulation on the probe. This means that the amplifier is acting as a wavelength converter. 3 The information in the pump signal will be transferred to the probe signal, i.e., the carrier signal and hence it will work as wavelength converter. The most useful figure of merit of this converter is the conversion efficiency, defined as the ratio between the power of the output probe to the power of the input pump. The wavelength conversion techniques-based SOAs are attractive because of their high-gain, high-saturation output power, wide-gain bandwidth, compactness, and integratibility with other photonic devices. The XGM, one of several wavelength conversion techniques based on SOAs, is simple to implement and has shown impressive operation for a high bit rate. Moreover, the output of optical computing devices using XGM in SOA shows insensitivity to the polarization of input signals. 
Self Phase Modulation
The physical mechanism behind SPM is gain saturation, which leads to intensity-dependent changes of the refractive index in response to variations in carrier density. Signal-gain saturation in SOAs is caused by a reduction of the population inversion in the active layer due to an increase in SE. Gain saturation characteristics are especially important in optical repeaters and multi-channel amplifiers which require highpower operation. Single channel nonlinear effects manifest mainly through SPM, i.e., each channel alters its own phase and with more than one wavelength, the phase of each signal is modified by the power of neighboring channel. This nonlinearity produces a carrier induced phase modulation of the propagating signal, which is called the Kerr optical effect. SPM is desirable to have all-optical components for buffering and delaying signal pulses. Tuneable all-optical delays are important for application in telecommunication, optical coherence tomography, and optical sampling.
Cross Phase Modulation
The refractive index of an SOA active region is not constant but is dependent on the carrier density and so the material gain. This implies that the phase and gain of an optical wave propagating through the amplifier are coupled via gain saturation. If more than one signal is injected into an SOA, there will be XPM between the signals. XPM can be used to create wavelength converters and other functional devices. However, because XPM only causes phase changes, the SOA must be placed in an interferometric configuration to convert phase changes in the signals to intensity changes using constructive or destructive interference. For two interacting wavelengths the XPM-induced frequency shift depends on wavelength, effective area, and variation in pulse power with time. To take advantage of XPM-induced phase shifts for ultra-fast optical switching, many interferometric methods have been used. Consider an interferometer designed in such a way that a weak signal pulse, divided equally between its two arms, experiences identical phase shifts in each arm and is transmitted through constructive interference. When a pump pulse at a different wavelength is injected into one of the arms, it will change the signal phase through XPM phenomenon in that arm. If the XPM-induced phase shift is large (close to π), this phase shift results in destructive interference and hence no transmission of signal pulse. Thus, an intense pump pulse can switch the signal pulse.
Four-Wave Mixing
FWM is a coherent nonlinear process that can occur in SOAs between two optical fields, a strong pump at angular frequency ω 0 and a weaker signal (or probe) at ω 0 -Ω, having the same polarization. The injected fields cause the amplifier gain to be modulated at the beat frequency Ω. This gain modulation gives rise to a new field at ω 0 þ Ω, as shown in Fig. 3 . FWM generated in SOAs can be used in many applications, including wavelength converters, dispersion compensators, optical demultiplexers, and optical switching devices.
Application of SOAs as Ultrafast Computing
Devices The main obstacle in the application of SOAs in optical computing devices is its slow recovery time. This problem can be overcome by either using 1) SOAs with a wavelength filter for ultrafast computing or using 2) SOAs in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration.
SOAs with Wavelength Filters for Ultrafast Computing
Optical filtering of output light to select only the ultrafast component is a powerful technique and has been utilized frequently to enhance the modulation bandwidth of SOA-based optical switches. This method has been successfully used for all optical wavelength conversions at 10, 4 40, 5 80, 6,7 160, 8 and 320 Gb∕s, 9 and optical demultiplexing from 320 to 40 Gb∕s. 10 Figure 4 depicts a basic block diagram of an all-optical switch based on an SOA followed by an optical band pass filter (BPF). Injected data pulses alter the gain and refractive index of the SOA resulting in amplitude modulation and chirp of the co-propagating CW probe light. The leading and trailing edges of the amplitude-modulated probe light are red and blue shifted, respectively. The data pulses are rejected by the BPF, while a part of the probe light is transmitted. When the BPF is detuned towards the shorter wavelength (blue shift) with respect to the probe light, the amplitude-modulated signal recovers much faster than in the absence of the BPF. 8 In the diagram of the all-optical switch mentioned in Fig. 4 , short optical pulses are injected into the SOA as a control signal along with a strong CW probe light. Table 2 summarizes the results of experiments/simulations that employed SOA-based optical switches assisted by optical filtering. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Wavelength conversion has been demonstrated for bit rates up to 320 Gb∕s. Since the polarity of wavelengthconverted return-to-zero (RZ) signal is inverted by XGM, notch filters that suppress the DC component were used after BPFs to obtain non-inverted data signals. Notch filters were realized using polarization interferometers. Using a similar principle, all-optical demultiplexing was demonstrated in which 160-and 320-Gb∕s optical time-division-multiplexed data streams were demultiplexed into 40-Gb∕s base-rate channels. In this experiment, a CW probe light used in wavelength conversion was replaced with a 40-GHz clock signal. 8 One of the advantages of SOA optical switches with optical BPFs is their simple configuration enabling photonic integration. In addition to the above, many optical computing devices using SOAs followed by optical BPF have been reported in recent years, like reconfigurable photonic logic gates based on various nonlinearities in single SOAs has been reported, 11, 12 all-optical flip-flop using SOAs with DFB laser diode optical feedback combination has been proposed, 13 all optical half adder design using equations governing XGM and FWM effect in SOAs have been reported, 14 and NAND gate, flip-flop, and finally three input serial shift register have been demonstrated. 15 
SOAs in the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Configuration
In all-optical signal processing using SOAs in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration, nonlinear optical effects associated with the carrier density change in SOAs are utilized. The slow response component due to the bandto-band electron recombination is cancelled out using a differential phase modulation scheme. Figure 5 shows the configuration of Mach-Zehnder interferometer wavelength converter in asymmetric and symmetric form. 16 SOAs used as nonlinear waveguides are placed in both arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The control light governs the dynamics of nonlinear optical effects and the probe light experiences the nonlinear optical effects. The control light can be either RZ pulses or non-return-to-zero (NRZ) light. In SOAs, the control pulse induces carrier depletion and thus, modulates the gain and phase of the probe light. These phenomena are called XGM and XPM, respectively. XPM is further converted into intensity form by using differential phase modulation scheme. These nonlinear optical effects induced through the carrier density change in semiconductors, are highly efficient, which means that device operation can be realized in a compact size and with low power control light. In addition to this, the control light, which depletes carriers, is amplified in SOAs. This further lowers the required power of input control light. The major obstacle in using XGM and XPM with the carrier density change in SOAs is its slow relaxation time. Typical relaxation times are in the range of 100 ps to 10 ns. In all-optical gates using the SOA-MZI configuration, however, by exciting the two SOAs arranged on both arms of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer with an appropriate time delay, the effect of the slow relaxation is cancelled out. The dynamics of the carrier density in SOAs and associated nonlinear optical effects can be analyzed by rate equations: 2
(3)
and ðdS p ∕dzÞ ¼ Γg d ðN − N tr ÞS p − aS p ; (5) where N is the carrier density, J is the rate of carrier injection through bias current, N tr is the transparency carrier density, S c is the control light power, S p is the probe light power, ω c is the control light frequency, ω p is the probe light frequency, g d is the differential gain, τ is the carrier lifetime,Γ is the light confinement factor, and a is the optical loss coefficient including absorption and scattering. The phase shift is proportional to the total carrier number in the SOA (the integral of N along the entire length of the SOA). This is a good approximation for the estimation of phase shift. In fact, there are various configurations that utilize the mechanism of cancelling out the relaxation tail of carrier density change.
One of the important points for categorizing these configurations is whether the control light and the probe light are copropagated or counter-propagated through the SOAs used as nonlinear waveguides. When the probe light is counterpropagated with the control light, the gate window shape is influenced by the time during which the control light propagates through the entire length of the SOA. Some important works on optical computing devices based on SOA-MZI are: all-optical flip-flop using two coupled MZIs with an SOA in one arm of each MZI, 17 all-optical flip-flop using a bistable laser diode with MZI, 18 all-optical error detection circuit using SOA-MZI based XOR gate, 19 quantum dot SOA-MZI based high-speed gates, 20 and data format conversions based on SOA-MZI have been reported. 21 In a general analysis of SOAs, the influence of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is also important. However, in the situations considered here for all-optical signal processing, control light highly depletes carriers in SOAs and so, neglecting the effect of ASE, still gives a good approximation to the carrier dynamics of SOAs.
Simulation Results
Amplification of ultra-short optical pulses in SOA produces considerable spectral broadening and distortion due to the nonlinear phenomenon of self-phase modulation. The physical mechanism behind SPM is gain saturation, which leads to intensity-dependent changes of the refractive index in response to variations in the carrier density. Signal-gain saturation in SOA is caused by a reduction of the population inversion in the active layer due to an increase in SE. The experimental set up used for studying the SOA gain saturation characteristic is shown in Fig. 6 . This section describes the effect of the optical confinement factor and length of the active region of the SOA on the gain of the SOA as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Variation in gain with input power has also been analyzed as shown in Fig. 9 and the saturation power for the SOA is calculated as 15 dB, from this analysis. While the variation of the optical confinement factor length of the active region is kept at 0.5 mm and for studying gain variation with length, the optical confinement factor is kept at 0.1. In both these cases I/P power is kept at 25 dBm. Table 3 describes a few important SOA parameters used in above analysis. 
Conclusion
SOA-based optical computing devices are expected to play an important role in future photonic networks and signal processing systems operating at very high bit rates. There is a great volume of literature on various aspects of optical computing based on SOAs. This paper gives a brief review of recent progresses in a few different types of devices such as all-optical logic gates, wavelength converter, flip-flops, etc. with a focus on their performance and power consumption. All these devices are based on two configurations of SOAs, either an SOA followed by a filter or an SOA in the MZI configuration. One more configuration in which the SOA is widely used at present in optical switching devices is polarization-discriminating symmetric Mach-Zehnder (PD-SMZ) all-optical gate, also known as ultrafast nonlinear interferometer. This method uses one SOA and the interference of orthogonally polarized probe light beams to cancel out the slow response component of the carrier recovery.
Multistage SOA gate switches are being extensively developed for the application to high-speed optoelectronic multichannel gates for the packet-switch-based photonic switching systems applicable to computers and routers. Monolithic integration of multiple SOAs together with optical waveguides/couplers shown in recent research papers are very useful to minimize optical coupling losses and noise figure enabling low power consumption and compactness in multistage gate devices. In numerical simulation results, the effect on gain has been observed for the variation in length of the active region and optical confinement factor. These results are in accordance with the theoretical formulae in Eqs. (1) and (2) . Also, the variation of gain with input power has been plotted and from this graph the saturation power has been calculated, which is 15 dBm.
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